Literacy
Key Text: (among others) How to help a hedgehog
and Protect a Polar Bear - Dr Jess French
Pirate stories and poems ( various)
Purpose for writing: Alternative story endings
Writing: Children will apply all their writing skills to a
range of genres including reports, recounts and
stories
Handwriting: Children will continue to learn write in
a neat, joined style with even sized letters.
Grammar: Children will apply a range of
grammatical skills to their writing as appropriate
Spelling: children will learn to apply the spellings in
their writing and work out their best guess for
unknown words.
Word Reading / Comprehension:
The children will learn to draw inferences based on
wordless books, they will learn to use the illustrations
help them makes sense and meaning of the book.

History
Focus: Significant lives and comparison of a theme
in different time periods
Children will find about the lives and
achievements of some explorers from different times
( Christopher Columbus, Captain Scott and Erika
Bergman) . They will learn about the changes to exploration and moral responsibilities linked Slavery.
(Please see History Knowledge Organiser)

Art
Focus: Look at range of seascapes by different artists
(Turner etc) Notice movement of line, range of colours .
PAINTING: Children will explore tints and shades by adding
white or black to a colour . Paint onto fabric like a sail .
DRAWING: Children will use different pencils and pressure
to make light and dark shaded areas. SCULPTURE: Make
mobiles inspired by Calder, joining different materials

Rockingham

Maths
Key Facts: measuring length and height, addition
and subtraction and position and direction.

Summer

Term 6
PSHE

Focus: Growing, changing, staying
well : Children will learn about : body
parts and changes as they grow and
Keeping fit and well through exercise,
food, encouraging mental wellbeing.

Intrepid

Explorers
Music : Friendship Song
Children will listen to and appraise a range of
songs including Pop Soul , Film and Musicals .
They will learn to sing and perform a two-part
song

Measuring : length. height mass, capacity and temperature Children will learn to measure in a range of
contexts using appropriate units both non standard
and standard.
Position and direction: Children will learn how to
complete half turns, quarter turns and three quarter
turns clockwise and ant-clockwise.
We will also secure all Year 2 calculation knowledge
and ensure appropriate key facts can be recalled
instantly before moving to Year 3.

Science
Animals including humans : Children will explore
how animals grow and change— focusing on Sea
animals and what they need to survive/ They will
learn about how humans need to exercise. Eat well
and have good hygiene to survive and live healthy
lives.
Working Scientifically: They will ruse observations /
data to answer questions ; record and gather information communicate what they learn and explain
how they know,

PE
Focus: Sports Day Skills : The children will prepare to run, dribble a ball. jump hurdles, skip,
throw, catch and aim . Multi skills - prepare

for an inter-school festival.

Computing
Children will use Purple Mash to learn how to
Create pictures, make music and present
ideas

RE
Focus: What makes some places sacred to

believers? Children will look at their own special
places then compare them to scared /holy places.
They will find out about church and a mosque and
what they are like and why they are sacred/ holy to
the believers.

